Challenge 3D Imagining a Solution
3D printing is the process of making a physical object from a threedimensional digital model by adding layer by layer of materials such as nylon,
plastic, wood, or metal. The main advantages of using 3D printing in
manufacturing are the customisation of products, making products when
people need them and more environmentally friendly products and
processes.
Play this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlvK6DLwCz4 for a
further explanation about 3D printing
Now it is the student's turn to start designing! They can complete this
challenge in pairs or gups.

Read the following problem:
Michelle is an engineer working in a manufacturing line. She has noticed
that some of his colleagues leave the tools they use to work all around
the manufacturing line which causes a huge mess and sometimes
makes it hard to find some of the tools he needs.

How would you solve this problem? Think about a solution that Sean could
3D print that will help keep the tools organised and motivate their colleagues
to put them in the right place!

Challenge 3D Imagining a Solution
Draw your solution.

Now that you have drawn your solution is time to make the first prototype! A
prototype is a physical representation of your idea. Interacting with the prototype
will help you identify if your idea can solve the problem or how you can improve it.
Gather some recyclable and craft materials and start building your
prototype. After finishing your prototype, you can take a picture, print it and
paste it on the box below or you can draw what your prototype looks like.

Challenge 3D Imagining a Solution
What did you like about your design?

What would you do to improve it next time?

Watch the following video https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Cl8ijPGEKO8 and discover how 3D-printed prosthetic hands
are changing people's lives.

